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Item No.  Subject 
 
12-11-1  Call to Order 
 
12-11-2  Introduction of Members and Guests 
 
12-11-3  Review of Meeting Procedures and Revision Schedule 
 
12-11-4  Approval of ROP Meeting Minutes 
 
12-11-5  Task Group Reports (if any) 
 
12-11-6  Processing of Comments 
 
12-11-7  Fire Protection Research Foundation Requests 
 
12-11-8  Old Business 
 
12-11-9  New Business 
 
12-11-10  Adjournment 
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Report on Comments  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-1     Log #321  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

16-3a, 16-4
Continue to reject proposals 16-3a and 16-4.

The Communications Cable and Connectivity Association supports the panel’s action to reject these
proposals. Including the definition of cable routing assemblies in Article 100 could give the impression that cable routing
assemblies are suitable for electric light and power wiring. They are not listed for use with electric light and power wiring.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-2     Log #937b  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

16-23, 3-118, 3-171
Revise text to read as follows:

A single channel or connected multiple channels, as well as associated fittings, forming a
structural system that is used to support, route and protect high densities of wires and cables, typically communications
wires and cables, optical fiber and data (Class 2 and Class 3) cables associated with information technology and
communications equipment.

A single channel or connected multiple channels, as well as associated fittings, forming a
structural system that is used to support and route conductors and cables.

A single channel or connected multiple channels, as well as associated fittings, forming a
structural system that is used to support and route conductors and cables.

A single channel or connected multiple channels, as well as associated fittings, forming a
structural system that is used to support, route and protect high densities of wires and cables, typically communications
wires and cables, optical fiber and data (Class 2 and Class 3) cables associated with information technology and
communications equipment.

A single channel or connected multiple channels, as well as associated fittings, forming a
structural system that is used to support, route and protect high densities of wires and cables, typically communications
wires and cables, optical fiber and data (Class 2 and Class 3) cables associated with information technology and
communications equipment.

The term is used in articles 725, 760, 770, 800, 820, and 830.
A term used in multiple articles should be defined in article 100. This is the place readers expect to find such definitions.
The term y is currently defined in 725.2, 760.2, 770.2, and 800.2. There are two different
definitions for the same term. This leads to confusion. Defining a term in multiple places can easily lead to different
definitions.

See Part I of Article 100. For the purposes of this article, the following additional
definitions apply.
725, 760, & 770 automatically inherits definitions from 100.
800, 820, & 830 have added a reference to definitions from 100.

[Staff Note:  This comment has also been submitted to Panel 1 and Panel 3 for action.]

1Printed on  10/31/2012
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Report on Comments  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-3     Log #322  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

16-8
Continue to reject proposal 16-8.

The Communications Cable and Connectivity Association supports the panel’s action to reject this
proposal. Including the definition of communications raceway in Article 100 could give the impression that
communications raceways are suitable for electric light and power wiring. They are not listed for use with electric light
and power wiring.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-4     Log #1039  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mike Holt, Mike Hold Enterprises

16-21
Accept this proposal in principal by removing the note altogether.

This note was (maybe) worth having in 2011, but its usefulness is over. How long are we going to have
a note explaining changes that were made in previous Code editions?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-5     Log #700  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
George Bish, Secure Watch Security

16-23
Continue to Accept in Principle with the following changes:

1) Move the definition of Cable Routing Assemblies from 770.2 to 800.2
2) Change the definition to be: A single channel or multiple channels, as well as associated fittings, forming a structural

system that is used to support, and route and protect high densities of wires and cables, typically communications wires
and cables, optical fiber cables, and data (Class 2 and Class3) cables associated with information technology and
communications equipment, Class 2 and Class 3 cables.

Placing the definition ‘Cable Routing Assembly” in  800.2 enhances correlation as the listing
requirements are contained in 800.182 and the Panel Action on Proposals 16-71 and 16-131 moved the application
requirements from 770.154 to 800.154.. This action is in keeping with the correlating Committee Note to Proposal 3-118
to locate the definition in a single article in Chapter 8 and the April 23-27, 2012 Correlating Committee Meeting Minutes
CMP 3 Minute Item suggesting “...that 800.2 may be the most appropriate location for the definition.

Continued Acceptance in Principle of this proposal is also in keeping with the Correlating Committee’s directive to
correlate the Panel Actions regarding cable routing assemblies throughout Articles 725, 760, 770, and Chapter 8

This is one of a group of comments developed by the CMP3/CMP16 Joint Task Group formed at the direction of the
Correlating Committee to locate a correlated definition of   Cable Routing Assemblies in a single Article of Chapter 8 for
use in Article 725, 760, 770, and Chapter 8.

The Task Group members were:
George Bish, Chair, representing Satellite Broadcasting & Communication Association
Harry Ohde, representing IBEW
James Brunssen, representing Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions
George Straniero, representing National Electrical Manufacturers Association
Robert Walsh, representing International Association of Electrical Inspectors
Wendell Whistler, representing Intertek Testing Services

2Printed on  10/31/2012
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Report on Comments  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-6     Log #323  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

16-23
Accept proposal 16-23.

Proposal 16-23 recommended moving the definition of a cable routing assembly from 770.2 to 800.2.
The panel accepted proposal 16-23 in principle in part because it decided to retain the definition of cable routing
assemblies in 770.2 and repeat it in 800.2

The definition, listing requirements, applications and installation rules for cable routing assemblies do not need to be
repeated in multiple articles. Having them all in Article 800 is sufficient.

The Correlating Committee, in its actions on proposal 3-118 and 3-171, directed that the definition of cable routing
assembly be located in a single Article of Chapter 8. Acceptance of this comment will bring the panel action into
conformance with the Correlating Committee directives.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-7     Log #989  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert W. Jensen, dbi-Telecommunication Infrastructure Design

16-23
Accept proposal 16-23.

Proposal 16-23 recommended moving the definition of a cable routing assembly from 770.2 to 800.2.
The panel accepted proposal 16-23 in principle in part because it decided to retain the definition of cable routing
assemblies in 770.2 and repeat it in 800.2

The definition, listing requirements, applications and installation rules for cable routing assemblies do not need to be
repeated in multiple articles. Having them all in Article 800 is sufficient.

The Correlating Committee, in its actions on proposal 3-118 and 3-171, directed that the definition of cable routing
assembly be located in a single Article of Chapter 8. Acceptance of this comment will bring the panel action into
conformance with the Correlating Committee directives.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-8     Log #1036  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mike Holt, Mike Hold Enterprises

16-23
Reject this proposal, or move the definition to Article 100.

Having the same definition in Articles 770 and 800 makes no sense, and violates section 2.2.2.1 of the
style manual.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-9     Log #1037  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mike Holt, Mike Hold Enterprises

16-28
Reject this proposal, or move the definition to Article 100.

Having the same definition in Articles 770 and 800 makes no sense, and violates section 2.2.2.1 of the
style manual.

3Printed on  10/31/2012
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Report on Comments  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-10     Log #324  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

16-29, 16-30
Revise (or confirm) the actions on proposals 16-29 and 16-30 so the definition of optical fiber cable

reads:
A factory assembly or field assembly of one or more optical fibers having an overall covering.

The Communications Cable and Connectivity Association supports the actions of CMP 16 to revise the
definition of optical fiber cable to reflect actual field practice.

The recommended text is from Jim Brunssen’s affirmative ballot statement.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-11     Log #990  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert W. Jensen, dbi-Telecommunication Infrastructure Design

16-29
Revise the definition of optical fiber cable (no change to the informational note):

A factory assembly or field assembly of one or more optical fibers having an overall covering.
BICSI supports the actions of CMP 16 to revise the definition of optical fiber cable to permit blown fiber

cables.
The recommended text is from Jim Brunssen’s affirmative ballot statement.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-12     Log #325  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

16-35
Accept proposal 16-35 in principle in part by accepting the following text:

Installations of optical fiber cables and raceways shall comply with 770.3(A) and (B). Only those
sections of Chapter 2, and Article 300 and Chapter 4 referenced in this article shall apply to optical fiber cables and
raceways.

The panel reject statement stated “To ensure that this change will not impact this article will take a
review of the Chapters 1, 3, and 4 to determine that all applicable sections have been referenced in Article 770.”

A review has been conducted; see Gerald Dorna’s ballot comment which showed that no part of Chapter 4 applies to
optical fiber installations.

The Communications Cable and Connectivity Association believes it is unreasonably burdensome to expect installers
of optical fiber cables to be familiar with the parts of the code that are exclusively electrical and have no relevance to
optical fiber cable installations.

4Printed on  10/31/2012
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Report on Comments  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-13     Log #690  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
George Bish, Secure Watch Security

16-37
Accept this proposal in principle as follows:

“(D) The definition in 800.2, the applications in Table 800.154(c), and the installation rules
in 800.110 and 800.113 shall apply to Article 770.”

The reference to the definition in 800.2 is appropriate as the definition has been deleted in 770 and
placed in a single location in 800.2 per Correlating Committee directive.   The Panel Action on Proposals 16-116 and
16-119 included cable routing assemblies in 800.110 and 800.113. This is a companion comment to the Task Group
comment on Proposal 16-23.

Continued Acceptance in Principle of this proposal is in keeping with the Correlating Committee’s directive to correlate
the Panel Actions regarding cable routing assemblies throughout Articles 725, 760, 770, and Chapter 8

This is one of a group of comments developed by the CMP3/CMP16 Joint Task Group formed at the direction of the
Correlating Committee to locate a correlated definition of   Cable Routing Assemblies in a single Article of Chapter 8 for
use in Article 725, 760, 770, and Chapter 8.

The Task Group members were:
George Bish, Chair, representing Satellite Broadcasting & Communication Association
Harry Ohde, representing IBEW
James Brunssen, representing Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions
George Straniero, representing National Electrical Manufacturers Association
Robert Walsh, representing International Association of Electrical Inspectors
Wendell Whistler, representing Intertek Testing Services

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-14     Log #326  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

16-37
Accept proposals 16-37 in principle with the following text.

(new) The definition in 800.2, the applications in Table 800.154(c ) and installation
rules in 800.110 and 800.113 shall apply to Article 770.

Proposal 16-23 recommended moving the definition of a cable routing assembly from 770.2 to 800.2.
The panel accepted proposal 16-23 in principle in part because it decided to retain the definition of cable routing
assemblies in 770.2 and repeat it in 800.2. As a consequence of its action on proposal 16-23 it accepted proposal 16-37
in principle in part.

The definition, listing requirements, applications and installation rules for cable routing assemblies do not need to be
repeated in multiple articles. Having them all in Article 800 is sufficient. Hence this comment recommends referring to
the definition of cable routing assembly in 800.2. A companion comment on proposal 16-23 recommends not repeating
the definition in 770.2.

The Correlating Committee, in its actions on proposal 3-118 and 3-171, directed that the definition of cable routing
assembly be located in a single Article of Chapter 8. Acceptance of this comment will bring the panel action into
conformance with the Correlating Committee directives.

5Printed on  10/31/2012
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Report on Comments  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-15     Log #991  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert W. Jensen, dbi-Telecommunication Infrastructure Design

16-37
Accept proposals 16-37 in principle with the following text.

(new) The definition in 800.2, the applications in Table 800.154(c ) and installation rules
in 800.110 and 800.113 shall apply to Article 770.

Proposal 16-23 recommended moving the definition of a cable routing assembly from 770.2 to 800.2.
The panel accepted proposal 16-23 in principle in part because it decided to retain the definition of cable routing
assemblies in 770.2 and repeat it in 800.2. As a consequence of its action on proposal 16-23 it accepted proposal 16-37
in principle in part.
The definition, listing requirements, applications and installation rules for cable routing assemblies do not need to be
repeated in multiple articles. Having them all in Article 800 is sufficient. Hence this comment recommends referring to
the definition of cable routing assembly in 800.2. A companion comment on proposal 16-23 recommends not repeating
the definition in 770.2.

The Correlating Committee, in its actions on proposal 3-118 and 3-171, directed that the definition of cable routing
assembly be located in a single Article of Chapter 8. Acceptance of this comment will bring the panel action into
conformance with the Correlating Committee directives.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-16     Log #327  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

16-40, 16-41
Continue to reject proposals 16-40 and 16-41.

The Communications Cable and Connectivity Association agrees with Gerald Dorna’s ballot statement:
“The submitter’s assertion that optical fiber cables need to be protected when installed other-then-parallel to framing

members is totally unsubstantiated. Likewise the submitter’s assertion that optical fiber cables require support when
installed behind accessible panels is not substantiated. These no-voltage cables present no shock hazard and unlike
electric power cables, they cannot initiate a fire. Article 770 already addresses the only hazard that optical fiber cables
present, the hazard from the spread of fire.”

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-17     Log #328  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

16-42, 16-100, 16-166, 16-225
Continue the panel actions (accept in part) on proposals 16-42, 16-100, 16-166 and 16-225.

The Communications Cable and Connectivity Association supports the panel actions to require plenum
rated cables ties for use in plenums. These actions improve the correlation between NFPA 70 and NFPA 90A.

6Printed on  10/31/2012
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Report on Comments  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-18     Log #537  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James E. Brunssen, Telecordia Technologies Inc. / Rep. Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions

(ATIS)
16-40

Continue to reject this proposal per Correlating Committee action.
The Correlating Committee acted correctly in reporting this proposal as “Reject”.  The proposal received

less that the required two-thirds affirmative vote as the submitter failed to adequately substantiate the proposal as
required by the “Regulations Governing Committee Projects” Section 4-3.3(d).  This was noted by a number of the
Committee members in their “Explanation of Negative” vote.  The proposed additional requirements are appropriate for
power cables, not optical fiber cables.  Optical fiber cables contain no electrical power and hence, pose neither a fire nor
electrical safety hazard.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-19     Log #538  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James E. Brunssen, Telecordia Technologies Inc. / Rep. Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions

(ATIS)
16-41

Continue to reject this proposal per Correlating Committee action.
The Correlating Committee acted correctly in reporting this proposal as “Reject”.  The proposal received

less that the required two-thirds affirmative vote as the submitter failed to adequately substantiate the proposal as
required by the “Regulations Governing Committee Projects” Section 4-3.3(d).  This was noted by a number of the
Committee members in their “Explanation of Negative” vote.  The proposed additional requirements are appropriate for
power cables, not optical fiber cables.  Optical fiber cables contain no electrical power and hence, pose neither a fire nor
electrical safety hazard.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-20     Log #561  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

David Clements, International Association of Electrical Inspectors
16-40

Revise text to read as follows:

Optical fiber cables shall be installed in a neat and workmanlike manner. Cables installed exposed on the surface of
ceilings and sidewalls shall be supported by the building structure in such a manner that the cable will not be damaged
by normal building use. Such cables shall be secured by hardware including straps, staples, cable ties, hangers, or
similar fittings designed and installed so as not to damage the cable. The installation shall also conform with 300.4 (D)
(A) through (G) and 300.11.

In addition to the physical protection required in 300.4(D) regarding distance from parallel framing
members, optical fiber cable also needs to be protected when installed other-than-parallel to framing members such as
perpendicular through bored holes and notches in wood framing, holes in metallic framing, in shallow grooves, under
roof decking, etc. Cables also require support when installed behind accessible panels.

The reference needs to be to 300.4(A) through (G) not just to (D).

7Printed on  10/31/2012
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Report on Comments  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-21     Log #569  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Marcus R. Sampson, Lysistrata Electric
16-41

Revise text to read as follows:

Optical fiber cables shall be installed in a neat and workmanlike manner. Cables installed exposed on the surface of
ceilings and sidewalls shall be supported by the building structure in such a manner that the cable will not be damaged
by normal building use. Such cables shall be secured by hardware including straps, staples, cable ties, hangers, or
similar fittings designed and installed so as not to damage the cable. The installation shall also conform with300.4 (D)
(A) through (G) and 300.11.   

In addition to the physical protection required in 300.4(D) regarding distance from parallel framing
members, optical fiber cable also needs to be protected when installed other-than-parallel, to framing members such as
perpendicular through bored holes and notches in wood framing, holes in metallic framing, in shallow grooves, under
roof decking, etc. Cables also require support when installed behind accessible panels.

The reference needs to be to 300.4(A) through (G) not just to (D).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-22     Log #906  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Marcelo M. Hirschler, GBH International

16-42
Revise text to read as follows:

Optical fiber cables shall be installed in a neat and workmanlike manner.
Cables installed exposed on the surface of ceilings and sidewalls shall be supported by the building structure in such a
manner that the cable will not be damaged by normal building use. Such cables shall be secured by hardware including
straps, staples, cable ties, hangers, or similar fittings designed and installed so as not to damage the cable. The
installation shall also conform with 300.4(D) and 300.11. See also 300.22. Cable ties used to secure optical fiber plenum
cables in other space used for environmental air (plenums) shall be listed as having low smoke and heat release
properties.

CMP 3 accepted the requirements for cable ties in plenums and incorporate the language on
requirements into 300.22 (C)(1). The addition of the language on cable ties here could create conflicts, especially if the
language approved in 300.22(C)(1) is different from the language here. I have made a comment to CMP3 to request that
the language addressing “smoke and heat release characteristics” be used in 300.22(C)(1).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-23     Log #1221  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Fred C. Dawson, E. I. Du Pont Canada Company / Rep. American Chemistry Council

16-40, 16-41
Continue to reject  proposals 16-40 and 16-41.

The ACC supports the panel action and agrees with comments from the panel members. Optical fiber
cables present minimal no shock hazard and cannot initiate fires. There is no reason for them to be protected or
supported in the same manner as power cables.

8Printed on  10/31/2012
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Report on Comments  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-24     Log #329  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

16-45
Accept the proposal in principle with modified text as shown:

Installations of optical fiber cables and communications raceways in hollow spaces, vertical shafts, and ventilation or
air-handling ducts shall be made so that the possible spread of fire or products of combustion will not be substantially
increased. Openings around penetrations of optical fiber cables and communications raceways through
fire-resistant–rated walls, partitions, floors, or ceilings shall be firestopped using approved methods to maintain the fire
resistance rating.

Informational Note: Directories of electrical construction materials published by qualified testing laboratories contain
many listing installation restrictions necessary to maintain the fire-resistive rating of assemblies where penetrations or
openings are made. Building codes also contain restrictions on membrane penetrations on opposite sides of a
fire-resistance–rated wall assembly. An example is the 600-mm (24-in.) minimum horizontal separation that usually
applies between boxes installed on opposite sides of the wall. Assistance in complying with 770.26 can be found in
building codes, fire resistance directories, and product listings.

The panel rejected the proposal with the statement :
“Raceways are required to be fire stopped. The submitters substantiation to resolve the use of optical fiber raceway

versus communications raceway is not reflected in the recommendation.”
The recommended text reflects the panel actions to replace optical fiber raceways with communications raceways.
The firestopping of Chapter 3 raceways in covered in 300.21. Section 770.110(1) states:

Optical fiber cables shall be permitted to be installed in any raceway
included in Chapter 3. The raceways shall be installed in accordance with the requirements of Chapter 3.

If this comment is accepted, the text will correlate with 800.26, which requires the firestopping of communications
cables and communications raceways, and with the panel action on proposal 16-169 which requires firestopping of
CATV cables and communications raceways.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-25     Log #214  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

16-46
The Correlating Committee directs that the panel clarify the panel action by writing the Exceptions

in complete sentences, based on 3.1.4.1 of the NEC Style Manual.
This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance

with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

9Printed on  10/31/2012
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Report on Comments  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-26     Log #330  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

16-46
Revise text to read as follows:

Direct-buried conductive optical fiber cables shall be separated by at least
300 mm (12 in.) from conductors of any electric light, power, or non–power-limited fire alarm circuit conductors or Class
1 circuit.

The Correlating Committee directed that the action on this proposal be revised comply with 3.1.4.1 of
the NEC Style manual which requires that exceptions shall be written in complete sentences.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-27     Log #1266  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David H. Kendall, Thomas & Betts Corporation

16-47
Proposal 16-47 should continue to be Accept in Principle with the following revision:

Replace the word "run" with "shall be installed."
Panel 16 should consider revising the current requirement to improve the language for this section.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-28     Log #215  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

16-57
The Correlating Committee directs that the panel clarify the panel action pertaining to the last

sentence which reads:  "Remainder of the proposed text remains unchanged." with what additional text is to be inserted.
This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance

with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

10Printed on  10/31/2012
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Report on Comments  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-29     Log #331  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

16-57
Revise the panel action on proposal 16-57 follows:

Optical fiber cables shall be permitted to be installed in any raceway that complies with either
(A)(1) or (A)(2), and in cable routing assemblies installed in compliance with (C).

Optical fiber cables shall be permitted to be installed in any raceway
included in Chapter 3. The raceways shall be installed in accordance with the requirements of Chapter 3.

Optical fiber cables shall be permitted to be installed in listed plenum
communications raceways, listed riser communications raceways and listed general-purpose communications raceways
selected in accordance with the provisions of 770.113, 800.110, and 800.113, and installed in accordance with 362.24
through 362.56, where the requirements applicable to electrical nonmetallic tubing apply.

Raceway fill for optical fibers cables shall comply with either (B)(1) or
(B)(2).

Where optical fiber cables are installed in raceway without electric
light or power conductors, the raceway fill requirements of Chapters 3 and 9 shall not apply.

Where nonconductive optical fiber
cables are installed with electric light or power conductors in a raceway, the raceway fill requirements of Chapters 3 and
9 shall apply.

Optical fiber Communications wires and cables shall be permitted to be installed in
plenum cable routing assemblies, riser cable routing assemblies and general-purpose cable routing assemblies selected
in accordance with the provisions of 800.113 and Table 800.154(c), and installed in accordance with (1) and (2).

(1) Horizontal Support. Cable routing assemblies shall be supported where run horizontally at intervals not to exceed
900 mm (3 ft), and at each end or joint, unless listed for other support intervals. In no case shall the distance between
supports exceed 3 m (10 ft).

(2) Vertical Support. Vertical runs of cable routing assemblies shall be securely supported at intervals not exceeding
1.2 m (4 ft), unless listed for other support intervals, and shall not have more than one joint between supports.

”Communications wires and cables” is replaced by “Optical fiber cables” in the recommended text for
770.110(C) in order to correct an error.

The Correlating Committee directed that action on proposal 16-116 be rewritten to comply with 3.2.1 of the NEC Style
Manual. “Securely” is on the list in Table 3.2.1, Possibly Unenforceable and Vague Terms. This proposal has the same
style manual issue as proposal 16-116 so “securely” has been deleted from the recommended text.

The Correlating Committee directed that the panel clarify the statement “Remainder of proposed text remains
unchanged.” Panel action to accept this comment will provide the required clarification.

11Printed on  10/31/2012
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Report on Comments  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-30     Log #514  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas E. Moore, City of Beachwood

16-57
Revise text to read as follows:

(C) Cable Routing Assemblies. Communication wires Optical fiber and cables  shall be permitted to be installed in
plenum cable routing assemblies, riser cable routing assemblies and general-purpose cable routing assemblies selected
in accordance with the provisions of 800.113 and Table 800.IS4(c), and installed in accordance with (I) and (2).

During the meeting of Report on Proposals "communications wires" was inadvertently inserted in the
panel action. Article 770 addresses optical fiber cables and
raceways and not communications cables. It was the panel's intention to address optical fiber cables. The acceptance of
this comment will clarify that 770.110(C)
addresses optical fiber cables.

12Printed on  10/31/2012
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Report on Comments  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-31     Log #992  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert W. Jensen, dbi-Telecommunication Infrastructure Design

16-57
Revise the panel action on proposal 16-57 follows:

Optical fiber cables shall be permitted to be installed in any raceway that complies with either
(A)(1) or (A)(2), and in cable routing assemblies installed in compliance with (C).

Optical fiber cables shall be permitted to be installed in any raceway included
in Chapter 3. The raceways shall be installed in accordance with the requirements of Chapter 3.

Optical fiber cables shall be permitted to be installed in listed plenum communications
raceways, listed riser communications raceways and listed general-purpose communications raceways selected in
accordance with the provisions of 770.113, 800.110, and 800.113, and installed in accordance with 362.24 through
362.56, where the requirements applicable to electrical nonmetallic tubing apply.
.

Raceway fill for optical fibers cables shall comply with either (B)(1) or (B)(2).

Where optical fiber cables are installed in raceway without electric
light or power conductors, the raceway fill requirements of Chapters 3 and 9 shall not apply.

Where nonconductive optical fiber
cables are installed with electric light or power conductors in a raceway, the raceway fill requirements of Chapters 3 and
9 shall apply.

Optical fiber Communications wires and cables shall be permitted to be installed in
plenum cable routing assemblies, riser cable routing assemblies and general-purpose cable routing assemblies selected
in accordance with the provisions of 800.113 and Table 800.154(c), and installed in accordance with (1) and (2).

(1) Horizontal Support. Cable routing assemblies shall be supported where run horizontally at intervals not to exceed
900 mm (3 ft), and at each end or joint, unless listed for other support intervals. In no case shall the distance between
supports exceed 3 m (10 ft).

(2) Vertical Support. Vertical runs of cable routing assemblies shall be securely supported at intervals not exceeding 1.2
m (4 ft), unless listed for other support intervals, and shall not have more than one joint between supports.

”Communications wires and cables” is replaced by “Optical fiber cables” in the recommended text for
770.110(C) in order to correct an error.

The Correlating Committee directed that action on proposal 16-116 be rewritten to comply with 3.2.1 of the NEC Style
Manual. “Securely” is on the list in Table 3.2.1, . This proposal has the same
style manual issue as proposal 16-116 so “securely” has been deleted from the recommended text.

The Correlating Committee directed that the panel clarify the statement “Remainder of proposed text remains
unchanged.” Panel action to accept this comment will provide the required clarification.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-32     Log #1038  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mike Holt, Mike Hold Enterprises

16-57
Revise subsection (C) so that it applies to optical fiber cables instead of communications cables.

(C) Cable Routing Assemblies. Communications wires and Optical Fiber cables shall be permitted to be installed in
plenum cable routing assemblies, riser cable routing assemblies and general-purpose cable routing assemblies selected
in accordance with the provisions of 800.113 and Table 800.154(c), and installed in accordance with (1) and (2).

This seems to be a caopy and paste error (a mistake that I am all too familiar with myself).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-33     Log #881  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Terry Peters, The Society of the Plastics Industry

16-59
Continue to reject proposal 16-59.

The submitter’s recommendation to prohibit the installation of plenum cables in plenum raceways is
absurd.  Plenum raceways are designed to be used with plenum cables. The Society of the Plastics Industry supports
the panel action to reject this proposal.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-34     Log #332  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

16-62
Revise text to read as follows:

Informational Note No.1: See 770.26 for firestop requirements for floor penetrations.
Informational Note No. 2: See 800.12 for information on using communications raceways as innerduct.

The new informational note adds clarity by guiding the reader to new section 800.12 which permits
communications raceways to be used as innerduct in any type of Chapter 3 raceway.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-35     Log #759  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James T. Dollard, Jr., IBEW Local 98

16-66
Continue to Accept.

This comment is submitted on behalf of the high voltage task to provide additional substantiation as
directed by the Correlating Committee.

The High Voltage Task Group (HVTG) was charged with developing recommendations throughout the NEC to provide
the code user with prescriptive requirements for high voltage installations. The task group charge was to identify holes in
the code with respect to installations operating at over 600-volts and address them with recommended requirements to
allow for uniform installation and enforcement. Small Wind Electric Systems and Solar Photovoltaic (PV) Systems are
currently being installed at DC voltages over 600V up to and including 1000V, 1200V, 1500V, and 2000V DC. These DC
systems are expanding and have become a more integral part of many structures. Small Wind Electric Systems and
Solar Photovoltaic (PV) Systems are employed regularly in, and on all types of structures from dwellings units, to large
retail and high rise construction.

The first direction that the HVTG took was to simply suggest revisions in Chapter 6 for Special Equipment. It is
extremely important to fully understand the outline form of the NEC. Section 90.3 mandates that Chapters 1 through 4
apply generally and Chapters 5, 6 and 7 are special and serve only to modify or supplement the rules in Chapters 1
through 4. The HVTG quickly realized that it was not feasible to address all of the installation requirements in Chapter 6.
The work needs to be done throughout the NEC. The special systems in Chapter 6 are built primarily upon Chapters 1
through 4 with the Chapter 6 requirements providing only modifications or supplemental requirements. A quick review of
the UL White-book for electrical products will uncover that UL has many products that are utilized in these systems rated
at and above 600-volts including but not limited to, 600Vdc terminal blocks, 1000Vdc PV switches, 1500Vdc PV fuses,
and 2000V PV wiring. Product listings provide permitted uses and restrictions on a given product. The NEC must
recognize those products through installation requirements. Electrical safety in the home, workplace and in all venues
depends upon installation requirements to ensure that all persons and property are not exposed to the hazards of
electricity. The success of this code hinges on three things (1) product standards, (2) installation requirements and (3)
enforcement. The NEC needs to recognize emerging technologies that are operating at over 600-volts. Everyone needs
to play a role in this transition. The present NEC requirements would literally require that a PV system operating at
750-volts DC utilize a disconnecting means rated at 5 kV. The manufacturers, research and testing laboratories and the
NEC must work together to develop installation requirements and product standards to support these emerging
technologies.

Moving the NEC threshold from 600 volts to 1000 volts will not, by itself, allow the immediate installation of systems at
1000-volts. Equipment must first be tested and found acceptable for use at the higher voltage(s). The testing and listing
of equipment will not, by itself, allow for the installation of 1000 volt-systems. The NEC must include prescriptive
requirements to permit the installation of these 1000-volt systems. It will take both tested/listed equipment and an
installation code to meet the needs of these emerging technologies that society demands. The installation code should
be the NEC.

Moving the NEC to 1000 volts is just the beginning. The desire to keep increasing efficiencies will continue to drive up
the system voltages. We are beginning to see 1200, 1500, and 2000-volt systems. 2500 volts cannot be far down the
road. Most equipment standards are still at 600 volts and will need to be upgraded also.

If the NEC does not adequately address systems over 600 volts, some other standard will. If we want to control the
future safety of installations over 600 volts we need to address these issues today.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-36     Log #216  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

16-75
The Correlating Committee directs that the panel clarify the panel action pertaining to the use of

"(plenum)", (riser), and (general-purpose) in (F)(1) and "plenum" "riser" and "general-purpose" in (F)(4) without
parenthesis in accordance with the NEC Style Manual.

This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance
with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-37     Log #333  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

16-75
Revise 770.179(F):

770.179(F) Field-Assembled Optical Fiber Cables. Field-assembled optical fiber cable shall comply with 770.179(F)(1)
through (4).

(1) The specific combination of jacket and optical fibers intended to be installed as a field-assembled optical fiber cable
shall be listed in accordance with 770.179(A) Types OFNP and OFCP (plenum), 770.179(B) Types OFNR and OFCR
(riser) or 770.179(D) Types OFN and ORC (general-purpose) and shall be marked in accordance with Table 770.179.

(2) The jacket of a field-assembled optical fiber cable shall have a surface marking indicating the specific optical fibers
with which it is listed for use.

(3) The optical fibers shall have a permanent marking, such as a marker tape, indicating the jacket with which they are
listed for use.

(4) The jacket without fibers shall meet the listing requirements for communications raceways in 800.182(A) Plenum
Communications Raceways and Plenum Cable Routing Assemblies plenum, 800.182(B) Riser Communications
Raceways and Plenum Cable Routing Assemblies riser or 800.182(C) General-Purpose Communications Raceways
and General-purpose Cable Routing Assemblies general-purpose in accordance with the cable marking.

The Communications Cable and Connectivity Association supports the actions of CMP 16 to provide
for the listing and installation of field-assembled optical fiber cables and thereby reflect actual field practice.

The recommended changes to the text are intended to add clarity and comply with the Correlating Committee directive
on this proposal.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-38     Log #701  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
George Bish, Secure Watch Security

16-26a
Accept in Principle with the following changes:

770.179(E)(1) “Circuit integrity (-CI) cables suitable for use used in raceways shall be listed and marked specifically as
part of an Electrical Circuit Protective System as covered in (E)(2)”

Delete Informational Note associated with 770.179(E)(1)
770.179(E)(2) “shall be identified with the protective system number and hourly rating printed on the outer jacket of the

cable and installed in accordance with the listing of the protective system”
Delete substantiation Item #4

In 770.179(E)(1) Circuit integrity cables used in raceways are required to be listed and marked. Use of
the phrase “suitable for use” neither enhances nor contributes to the understanding of the requirement. In 770.179(E)(2)
the addition of the phrase “installed in accordance with the listing of the protective system” provides a reminder to the
Code user and reinforces the requirement of 110.3(B). This is a companion comment to similar comments on Proposals
16-85a, 3-165, 3-208 and 3-210. Incorporation of these suggested revisions will provide correlation across Articles 725,
760, 770 & 800.

The Informational Note following 770.179(E)(1) is redundant as the mandatory text of 770.179(E)(1) already states that
circuit integrity cables used in raceways shall be marked with the designation “CI”. Substantiation # 4 is no longer
necessary as the Informational note is removed

This is one of a group of comments developed by the CMP3/CMP16 Joint Task Group formed at the direction of the
Correlating Committee to correlate the Panel Action on   Proposals 16-26a, 16-79, 16-85a, 16-137, 3-165, 3-208, and
3-210

The Task Group members were:
George Bish, Chair, representing Satellite Broadcasting & Communication Association
Harry Ohde, representing IBEW
James Brunssen, representing Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions
George Straniero, representing National Electrical Manufacturers Association
Robert Walsh, representing International Association of Electrical Inspectors
Wendell Whistler, representing Intertek Testing Services

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-39     Log #691  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
George Bish, Secure Watch Security

16-79
Continue to Accept in Principle

Continued Acceptance in Principle correlates with the CMP3/CMP16 Joint Task Group
recommendation on Proposal 16-26a

This is one of a group of comments developed by the CMP3/CMP16 Joint Task Group formed at the direction of the
Correlating Committee to correlate the Panel Action on   Proposals 16-26a, 16-79, 16-85a, 16-137,  3-165, 3-208, and
3-210

The Task Group members were:
George Bish, Chair, representing Satellite Broadcasting & Communication Association
Harry Ohde, representing IBEW
James Brunssen, representing Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions
George Straniero, representing National Electrical Manufacturers Association
Robert Walsh, representing International Association of Electrical Inspectors
Wendell Whistler, representing Intertek Testing Services
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-40     Log #692  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
George Bish, Secure Watch Security

16-85a
Accept in Principle with the following changes

800.179(G)(1) “Circuit integrity (-CI) cables suitable for use used in raceways shall be listed and marked specifically as
part of an Electrical Circuit Protective System as covered in (G)(2)”

Delete Informational Note associated with 800.179(G)(1)
800.179(G)(2) “shall be identified with the protective system number and hourly rating printed on the outer jacket of the
cable and installed in accordance with the listing of the protective system”

Delete substantiation Item # 4
In 800.179(G)(1) Circuit integrity cables used in raceways are required to be listed and marked. Use of

the phrase “suitable for use” neither enhances nor contributes to the understanding of the requirement. In 800.179(G)(2)
the addition of the phrase “installed in accordance with the listing of the protective system” provides a reminder to the
Code user and reinforces the requirement of 110.3(B). This is a companion comment to similar comments on Proposals
16-26a, 3-165, 3-208 and 3-210. Incorporation of these suggested revisions will provide correlation across Articles 725,
760, 770 & 800.

The Informational Note following 800.179(G)(1) is redundant as the mandatory text of 800.179(G)(1) already states
that circuit integrity cables used in raceways shall be marked with the designation “CI”. Substantiation # 4 is no longer
necessary as the Informational note is removed

This is one of a group of comments developed by the CMP3/CMP16 Joint Task Group formed at the direction of the
Correlating Committee to correlate the Panel Action on     Proposals 16-26a, 16-79, 16-85a, 16-137, 3-165, 3-208, and
3-210

The Task Group members were:
George Bish, Chair, representing Satellite Broadcasting & Communication Association
Harry Ohde, representing IBEW
James Brunssen, representing Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions
George Straniero, representing National Electrical Manufacturers Association
Robert Walsh, representing International Association of Electrical Inspectors
Wendell Whistler, representing Intertek Testing Services
The Task Group members were:
George Bish, Chair, representing Satellite Broadcasting & Communication Association
Harry Ohde, representing IBEW
James Brunssen, representing Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions
George Straniero, representing National Electrical Manufacturers Association
Robert Walsh, representing International Association of Electrical Inspectors
Wendell Whistler, representing Intertek Testing Services

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-41     Log #1040  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mike Holt, Mike Hold Enterprises

16-87
Reject this proposal, or move the definition to Article 100.

Having the same definition in Articles 770 and 800 makes no sense, and violates section 2.2.2.1 of the
style manual.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-42     Log #334  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

16-97
Accept proposal 16-97 in principle by revising the text accepted for 800.12 as shown:

Listed plenum communications raceway, listed riser communications raceway, and listed
general-purpose communications raceway selected in accordance with the provisions of Table 800.154(b) shall be
permitted to be installed as innerduct in any type of listed raceway permitted in Chapter 3.

Panel action on proposal 16-131 established Table 800.154(b), Applications of Listed Communications
Raceways in Buildings.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-43     Log #335  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

16-98
Continue to reject proposal 16-98.

The Communications Cable and Connectivity Association agrees with the panel’s reject statement.
The Communications Cable and Connectivity Association opposes the adoption of onerous installation rules for
communications cables unless they are required to mitigate a recognized hazard.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-44     Log #336  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

16-99, 16-101, 16-165, 16-167, 16-224, 16-226
Continue to reject proposals 16-99, 16-101, 16-165, 16-167, 16-224 & 16-226.

The Communications Cable and Connectivity Association agrees with Gerald Dorna’s ballot statement:
“The submitter’s assertion that communications cables need to be protected when installed other-then-parallel to

framing members is totally unsubstantiated. Likewise the submitter’s assertion that communications cables require
support when installed behind accessible panels is not substantiated. Communications cables present minimal shock
hazard and unlike electric power cables, they cannot initiate a fire. The uniqueness of communications circuits is
recognized by 90.3 which exempts Chapter 8 from the general wiring requirements unless specifically referenced from
Chapter 8. The submitter is trying to apply a uniform set of installation rules to power, communications and fiber optics
without considering the inherent safety features of communications installations.”
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-45     Log #539  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James E. Brunssen, Telecordia Technologies Inc. / Rep. Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions

(ATIS)
16-99

Continue to reject this proposal per Correlating Committee action.
The Correlating Committee acted correctly in reporting this proposal as “Reject”.  The proposal received

less that the required two-thirds affirmative vote as the submitter failed to adequately substantiate the proposal as
required by the “Regulations Governing Committee Projects” Section 4-3.3(d).  This was noted by a number of the
Committee members in their “Explanation of Negative” vote.  The proposed additional requirements are appropriate for
power cables, not communications cables.  Communications cables and wires are much smaller than power conductors
(typically 26 AWG copper), are powered from a power-limited source of 100 volt-amperes, and pose neither a fire nor
electrical safety hazard.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-46     Log #540  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James E. Brunssen, Telecordia Technologies Inc. / Rep. Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions

(ATIS)
16-101

Continue to reject this proposal per Correlating Committee action.
The Correlating Committee acted correctly in reporting this proposal as “Reject”.  The proposal received

less that the required two-thirds affirmative vote as the submitter failed to adequately substantiate the proposal as
required by the “Regulations Governing Committee Projects” Section 4-3.3(d).  This was noted by a number of the
Committee members in their “Explanation of Negative” vote.  The proposed additional requirements are appropriate for
power cables, not communications cables.  Communications cables and wires are much smaller than power conductors
(typically 26 AWG copper), are powered from a power-limited source of 100 volt-amperes, and pose neither a fire nor
electrical safety hazard.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-47     Log #562  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

David Clements, International Association of Electrical Inspectors
16-99

Revise text to read as follows:

Communications circuits and equipment shall be installed in a neat and workmanlike manner. Cables installed exposed
on the surface of ceilings and sidewalls shall be supported by the building structure in such a manner that the cable will
not be damaged by normal building use.  Such cables shall be secured by hardware, including straps, staples, cable
ties, hangers, or similar fittings designed and installed so as not to damage the cable. The installation shall also conform
to 300.4 (D) (A) through (G) and 300.11.

In addition to the physical protection required in 300.4(D) regarding distance from parallel framing
members, communication cable also needs to be protected when installed other-than-parallel to framing members such
as perpendicular through bored holes and notches in wood framing, holes in metallic framing, in shallow grooves, under
roof decking, etc. Cables also require support behind accessible panels.

The reference needs to be to 300.4(A) through (G) not just to (D).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-48     Log #568  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Marcus R. Sampson, Lysistrata Electric
16-101

Revise text to read as follows:

Communications circuits and equipment shall be installed in a neat and workmanlike manner. Cables installed exposed
on the surface of ceilings and sidewalls shall be supported by the building structure in such a manner that the cable will
not be damaged by normal building use. Such cables shall be secured by hardware, including straps, staples, cable ties,
hangers, or similar fittings designed and installed so as not to damage the cable. The installation shall also conform to
300.4 (D) (A) through (G) and 300.11.

In addition to the physical protection required in 300.4(D) regarding distance from parallel framing
members, communication cable also needs to be protected when installed other-than-parallel to framing members such
as perpendicular through bored holes and notches in wood framing, holes in metallic framing, in shallow grooves, under
roof decking, etc. Cables also require support behind accessible panels.

The reference needs to be to 300.4(A) through (G) not just to (D).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-49     Log #907  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Marcelo M. Hirschler, GBH International

16-100
Revise text to read as follows:

Communications circuits and equipment shall be installed in a neat and
workmanlike manner. Cables installed exposed on the surface of ceilings and sidewalls shall be supported by the
building structure in such a manner that the cable will not be damaged by normal building use. Such cables shall be
secured by hardware including straps, staples, cable ties, hangers, or similar fittings designed and installed so as not to
damage the cable. The installation shall also conform with 300.4(D) and 300.11. See also 300.22. Cable ties used to
secure communications plenum cables in other space used for environmental air (plenums) shall be listed as having low
smoke and heat release properties.

CMP 3 accepted the requirements for cable ties in plenums and incorporate the language on
requirements into 300.22 (C)(1). The addition of the language on cable ties here could create conflicts, especially if the
language approved in 300.22(C)(1) is different from the language here. I have made a comment to CMP3 to request that
the language addressing “smoke and heat release characteristics” be used in 300.22(C)(1).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-50     Log #1222  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Fred C. Dawson, E. I. Du Pont Canada Company / Rep. American Chemistry Council

16-98
Continue to reject proposal 16-98.

The ACC supports the panel action. The proponent has not provided any data to support the
recommendation.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-51     Log #1223  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Fred C. Dawson, E. I. Du Pont Canada Company / Rep. American Chemistry Council

16-99, 16-101, 16-165, 16-167, 16-224, 16-226
Continue to reject  proposals 16-99, 16-101, 16-165, 16-167, 16-224, 16-226.

The ACC supports the panel action and agrees with comments from the panel members.
Communications cables present minimal shock hazard and do not initiate fires. There is no reason for them to be
protected or supported in the same manner as power cables.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-52     Log #1067  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael J. Johnston, National Electrical Contractors Association

16-104
Continue to accept the proposal in principle and revise as follows:

800.49 Metallic Entrance Conduit Raceway Grounding. Rigid metal conduit (RMC) or intermediate metal conduit (IMC)
Metallic raceways containing communications entrance wire or cable shall be connected by a bonding conductor or
grounding electrode conductor to a grounding electrode in accordance with 800.100(B).

The proposal only provides a requirement for grounding RMC and IMC. There appear to be other
metallic raceways that would also require grounding such as metallic wireways, EMT, FMC, LFMC and so forth, if those
raceways are suitable for enclosing communications service entrance cables. The last sentence of Section 800.50(B)
appears to indicated that metal conduits or other metal raceways could be installed for service-entrance
communications wire or cables. The comment intends to build on the concepts introduced in the proposal and provides
the same proposed grounding requirements for all metallic raceways installed for service entrance communications
cable or wire.
Note: For correlation, the same change should be made to proposals 16-46, 16-176, 16-234, 16-280.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-53     Log #1041  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mike Holt, Mike Hold Enterprises

16-110
Remove item (3) in its entirety.

800.100(B)(2) tells me what do when I have no intersystem bonding terminal. Item 3 tells me that using
the intersystem bonding terminal is an option if I don’t have an intersystem bonding terminal. This is circular logic.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-54     Log #217  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

16-116
The Correlating Committee directs the action on this proposal be rewritten to comply with 3.2.1 of

the NEC Style Manual.
This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance

with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-55     Log #337  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

16-116, 16-191, 16-245
Revise text to read as follows:

(2) Vertical Support. Vertical runs of cable routing assemblies shall be securely supported at intervals not exceeding
1.2 m (4 ft), unless listed for other support intervals, and shall not have more than one joint between supports.

The Correlating Committee directed that the action on proposals 16-116 be rewritten to comply with
3.2.1 of the NEC Style Manual. “Securely” is on the list in Table 3.2.1, Possibly Unenforceable and Vague Terms.
Actions on proposals 16-57, 191 and 245 adopted identical text to the action on proposal 16-116.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-56     Log #993  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert W. Jensen, dbi-Telecommunication Infrastructure Design

16-116, 16-191, 16-245
(2) Vertical Support. Vertical runs of cable routing assemblies shall be securely supported at

intervals not exceeding 1.2 m (4 ft), unless listed for other support intervals, and shall not have more than one joint
between supports.

The Correlating Committee directed that the action on proposals 16-116 be rewritten to comply with
3.2.1 of the NEC Style Manual. “Securely” is on the list in Table 3.2.1, Possibly Unenforceable and Vague Terms.
Actions on proposals 16-57, 191 and 245 adopted identical text to the action on proposal 16-116.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-57     Log #882  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Terry Peters, The Society of the Plastics Industry

16-122
Continue to reject proposal 16-122.

The submitter’s recommendation to prohibit the installation of plenum cables in plenum raceways is
absurd.  Plenum raceways are designed to be used with plenum cables. The Society of the Plastics Industry supports
the panel action to reject this proposal.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-58     Log #338  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

16-119
Revise text to read as follows:

Informational Note No.1: See 800.26 for firestop requirements for floor penetrations.
Informational Note No. 2: See 800.12 for information on using communications raceways as innerduct.

The new informational note adds clarity by guiding the reader to new section 800.12 which permits
communications raceways to be used as innerduct in any type of Chapter 3 raceway.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-59     Log #410  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Stanley Kaufman, CableSafe Inc.

16-124
Revise text to read:

800.133 Installation of Communications Wires, Cables, and Equipment. Communications wires and cables from the
protector to the equipment or, where no protector is required, communications wires and cables attached to the outside
or inside of the building shall comply with 800.133(A) through (CB).

CMP 16 accepted proposal 16-170 for the 2011 NEC. The proposal recommended moving 800.133(C)
to 800.3(E). At that time the initial sentence in 800.133 should have been revised to recognize that 800.133(C) no longer
existed. This comment fixes that error.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-60     Log #693  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
George Bish, Secure Watch Security

16-125
Continue to Accept this proposal

Class 2 and Class 3 remote-control, signaling, and power-limited circuits in compliance with Parts I
and III of Article 725 and power-limited fire alarm systems in compliance with Parts I and III of Article 760 are presently
permitted in the same raceway, cable tray or enclosure with communications circuits. It is therefore logical that they also
be permitted to occupy the same cable routing assembly.

Continued acceptance of this proposal is in keeping with the Correlating Committee’s directive to correlate the Panel
Actions regarding cable routing assemblies throughout Articles 725, 760, 770, and Chapter 8

This is one of a group of comments developed by the CMP3/CMP16 Joint Task Group formed at the direction of the
Correlating Committee to locate a correlated definition of    Cable Routing Assemblies in a single Article of Chapter 8 for
use in Article 725, 760, 770, and Chapter 8.

The Task Group members were:
George Bish, Chair, representing Satellite Broadcasting & Communication Association
Harry Ohde, representing IBEW
James Brunssen, representing Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions
George Straniero, representing National Electrical Manufacturers Association
Robert Walsh, representing International Association of Electrical Inspectors
Wendell Whistler, representing Intertek Testing Services
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-61     Log #522  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

16-131

The headings smear together.  Hyphenate and break communications. <nl> means new line.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-62     Log #523  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

16-131

The headings smear together.  Hyphenate and break communications. <nl> means new line.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-63     Log #524  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

16-131

The headings smear together.  Hyphenate and break general-purpose. <nl> means new line.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-64     Log #579  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas M. Burke, UL LLC

16-134
Revise the Informational Note for 800.170 to add a reference to new standard UL 62368-1.  Also,

update the reference to UL 60950-1 to the latest edition.
Informational Note: One way to determine applicable requirements is to refer to UL 60950-1-2003 7,

; UL 1459-1999, ; or UL
1863-2004, UL 62368-1-2012,

For information on listing requirements for
cable routing assemblies and communications raceways, see UL 2024-2011,

.
This is one in a series of proposals to update NFPA 70 to add a reference to UL 62368-1.

ANSI/UL 62368-1, Audio/video, information and communication technology equipment – Part 1: Safety requirements,
was published on February 17, 2012.  This new standard will eventually replace (later this decade) both, UL 60065,
Audio, Video, and Similar Electronic Apparatus-Safety Requirements, and UL 60950-1, Information Technology
Equipment Safety - Part 1: General Requirements.  In the meantime, multiple references to UL 60950-1 in the body of
the Code should be supplemented by a reference to UL 62368-1 since similar equipment complying with, and Listed to
both standards will be installed per the Code.  In fact, equipment already is being Listed to UL 62368-1.

Additionally, UL 60950-1-2007 is the latest edition of that standard.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-65     Log #694  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
George Bish, Secure Watch Security

16-137
Continue to Accept in Principle

Continued Acceptance in Principle correlates with the CMP3/CMP16 Joint Task Group
recommendation on Proposal 16-85a

This is one of a group of comments developed by the CMP3/CMP16 Joint Task Group formed at the direction of the
Correlating Committee to correlate the Panel Action on Proposals 16-26a, 16-79, 16-85a, 16-137, 3-165, 3-208, and
3-210

The Task Group members were:
George Bish, Chair, representing Satellite Broadcasting & Communication Association
Harry Ohde, representing IBEW
James Brunssen, representing Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions
George Straniero, representing National Electrical Manufacturers Association
Robert Walsh, representing International Association of Electrical Inspectors
Wendell Whistler, representing Intertek Testing Services

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-66     Log #218  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

16-141
The Correlating Committee advises that Article Scope statements are the responsibility of the

Correlating Committee and the Correlating Committee Rejects the panel action.
The Correlating Committee further directs that consideration be given to the comments expressed in the voting.

This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance
with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-67     Log #541  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James E. Brunssen, Telecordia Technologies Inc. / Rep. Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions

(ATIS)
16-141

Continue to reject this proposal per Correlating Committee action.
The Correlating Committee acted correctly in rejecting the panel action.  The submitter failed to

adequately substantiate the proposal as required by the “Regulations Governing Committee Projects” Section 4-3.3(d).
This was noted by a number of the Committee members in their “Explanation of Negative” vote.  The submitter’s
statement that “…flat or parabolic antennas 1 m (39.37 in) or less in diameter or across and their associated coaxial
cabling are better suited …” to Article 840 is an opinionative statement that is technically unsupported.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-68     Log #1100  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Randy Ivans, Underwriters Laboratories Inc.

16-141
Newly added text from the proposal “exceeding 1 m (39.37 in) in diameter or across” should be

deleted.
This article covers antenna systems for radio and television receiving equipment, amateur and citizen band radio

transmitting and receiving equipment, and certain features of transmitter safety.   This article covers antennas such as
wire-strung type, multi-element, vertical rod, flat, and or dish parabolic exceeding 1 m (39.37 in) in diameter or across
and also covers the wiring and cabling that connects them to equipment. This article does not cover equipment and
antennas used for coupling carrier current to power line conductors.

This proposal should be “Accepted In Part”.  Including flat antennas and correcting the term “dish” to
“parabolic” should be accepted. However, there is no technical substantiation provided why parabolic antennas 1 m or
less in diameter should be excluded from Article 810 or why these should be treated differently than parabolic antennas
greater than 1 m in diameter. They are all subject to lightning transients. In addition, although Article 840 covers
premises powered broadband systems that deliver broadband services that an antenna might provide, the requirements
were specifically developed to cover only fiber to the premises systems where there is no metallic wiring or cable
members conductively connected to cabling or devices outside of the building. In order for small parabolic antennas to
be included in article 840, appropriate requirements would need to be developed to cover outside cabling and antennas
that may be subject to lightning transients.  Finally, installation criteria and requirements would need to be developed
that somehow differentiate these small parabolic antennas from other antenna systems still covered under article 810.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-69     Log #1531  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David M. Lettkeman, DISH

16-141
Revise text to read as follows:

This article covers antenna systems for radio and television receiving equipment, amateur and citizen band radio
transmitting and receiving equipment, and certain features of transmitter safety. This article covers antennas such as
wire-strung type, multi-element, vertical rod, flat, and or a dish parabolic exceeding 1 m (39.37 in) in diameter or across
and also covers the wiring and cabling that connects them to equipment. This article does not cover equipment and
antennas used for coupling carrier current to power line conductors.

When grounded in accordance with this article small parabolic antennas could become, by simple
definition, lightning rods. As they are not installed to the standards for lightning rods they pose a proven hazard to life
and property. Many instances of injury and property damages can be directly attributed to grounding these antennas
and providing a path for a surge to seek out this path to ground. Each year millions of dollars are spent to repair
damages caused by such surges seeking out the ground mandated in this article. While recognizing the inherent danger
from lightning and other possible high voltage surges, when there is no ground to the antenna the surge has no path to
take. Most of these antenna installations are not mounted in high exposure situations which make them unlikely to
become energized. Small parabolic antennas generally for personal use are defined by FCC 47CFR1.4000 as a dish
which is less than one meter (39.37") or less in diameter. More than 50 million small parabolic antennas have been
installed in the US alone with minimal substantiated cases of injury or damage when the installations were not grounded
in accordance with Article 810. For over 25 years these antennas have a proven safety record when not connected to
ground in accordance with Article 810 of the code.

Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-70     Log #1532  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David M. Lettkeman, DISH

16-141
Add text to read:

Exception: Parabolic antennas 1 m (39.37 in) or less in diameter or across, for personal use.
When grounded in accordance Article 810 small parabolic antennas may become, by simple definition,

lightning rods. As they are not installed to the standards for lightning rods they pose a proven hazard to life and
property.

Many instances of injury and property damages can be directly attributed to grounding these antennas and providing a
path for a surge to seek out this path to ground. Each year millions of dollars are spent to repair damages caused by
such surges seeking out the ground mandated in this article. While recognizing the inherent danger from lightning and
other possible high voltage surges, when there is no ground to the antenna the surge has no path. Most of these
antenna installations are not mounted in high exposure situations which make them unlikely to become energized. Small
parabolic antennas generally for personal use as defined by the FCC 47CFR1.4000 as a dish which is one meter
(39.37") or less in diameter. More than 50 million small parabolic antennas have been installed in the US alone with
minimal substantiated cases of injury or damage when the installations were not grounded in accordance with Article
810. For over 25 years these antennas have a proven safety record when not connected to ground in accordance with
Article 810 of the code. With this proven safety record parabolic antennas for personal use should be exempted from
this Article.

Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-71     Log #219  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

16-143
It was the action of the Correlating Committee that this proposal be reconsidered and correlated

with the Correlating Committee action taken on Proposal 16-141.
It was the further action of the Correlating Committee that further consideration be given to the comments expressed

in the voting.
This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance

with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-72     Log #542  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James E. Brunssen, Telecordia Technologies Inc. / Rep. Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions

(ATIS)
16-143

Reject this proposal.
The Panel Action on this proposal was based upon the Panel Action on Proposals 16-141, -259 and

-260 which the Correlating Committee rejected.  Hence, parabolic (dish) antennas will not be covered in Article 840 and
the proposed revision to 810.3 is inappropriate and unnecessary.   Additionally, the Proposal should be rejected based
upon the comments expressed in the voting.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-73     Log #1101  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Randy Ivans, Underwriters Laboratories Inc.

16-143
Newly added text from the proposal should be deleted and the paragraph returned to the original

wording.
Wiring from the source of power to and between devices connected to the interior wiring system

shall comply with Chapters I through 4 other than as modified by Parts I and II of Article 640. Wiring for audio signal
processing, amplification, and reproduction equipment shall comply with Article 640. For antennas exceeding 1m 139.37
in) in diameter or across cCoaxial cables that connect antennas to equipment shall comply with Article 820. For
antennas 1m (39.37 in) or less in diameter or across , coaxial cables that connect antennas to equipment shall comply
with Article 840.

This proposal should be Rejected. There is no technical substantiation provided why parabolic
antennas 1 m or less in diameter should be excluded from the requirements in Article 810 or why these should be
treated differently than parabolic antennas greater than 1 m in diameter. They are all subject to lightning transients. It is
not appropriate for any antennas to be installed in accordance with article 820 as a blanket requirement. For example,
820.93 (C) describes the use of a listed primary protector. This type of protector is not appropriate for antenna systems
which, when protectors are used, would require an antenna lead-in protector specifically designed for antenna systems
with surge current ratings.

In addition, although Article 840 covers premises powered broadband systems that deliver broadband services that an
antenna might provide, the requirements were specifically developed to cover only fiber to the premises systems where
there is no metallic wiring or cable members conductively connected to cabling or devices outside of the building. In
order for small parabolic antennas to be included in article 840, appropriate requirements would need to be developed to
cover outside cabling and antennas that may be subject to lightning transients.  Finally, installation criteria and
requirements would need to be developed that somehow differentiate these small parabolic antennas from other
antenna systems still covered under article 810.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-74     Log #220  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

16-144
The Correlating Committee directs that the panel clarify the panel action on this proposal by

revising the last sentence of the requirement to use proper terminology such as "bonding conductor" or "grounding
electrode conductor."

This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance
with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-75     Log #221  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

16-161
The Correlating Committee directs the panel to reconsider and clarify the action on this proposal.

The Correlating Committee notes that the order of sections noted in the panel statement does not correspond with the
titles of all of the available subdivisions within 820.3.

This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance
with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-76     Log #695  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
George Bish, Secure Watch Security

16-163
Continue to Accept in Principle this proposal

The Continued Acceptance in Principle of this proposal is appropriate as the definition “Cable Routing
Assembly” now resides in 800.2, the listing requirements are contained in 800.182 and the applications are contained in
Table 800.154(c).

Continued Acceptance in Principle of this proposal is also in keeping with the Correlating Committee’s directive to
correlate the Panel Actions regarding cable routing assemblies throughout Articles 725, 760, 770, and Chapter 8

This is one of a group of comments developed by the CMP3/CMP16 Joint Task Group formed at the direction of the
Correlating Committee to locate a correlated definition of   Cable Routing Assemblies in a single Article of Chapter 8 for
use in Article 725, 760, 770, and Chapter 8.

The Task Group members were:
George Bish, Chair, representing Satellite Broadcasting & Communication Association
Harry Ohde, representing IBEW
James Brunssen, representing Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions
George Straniero, representing National Electrical Manufacturers Association
Robert Walsh, representing International Association of Electrical Inspectors
Wendell Whistler, representing Intertek Testing Services
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-77     Log #543  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James E. Brunssen, Telecordia Technologies Inc. / Rep. Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions

(ATIS)
16-165

Continue to reject this proposal per Correlating Committee action.
The Correlating Committee acted correctly in reporting this proposal as “Reject”.  The proposal received

less that the required two-thirds affirmative vote as the submitter failed to adequately substantiate the proposal as
required by the “Regulations Governing Committee Projects” Section 4-3.3(d).  This was noted by a number of the
Committee members in their “Explanation of Negative” vote.  The proposed additional requirements are appropriate for
power cables, not coaxial cables.  Coaxial cables are much smaller than power cables (typically ¼ inch in diameter),
contain no power and hence, pose neither a fire nor electrical safety hazard.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-78     Log #544  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James E. Brunssen, Telecordia Technologies Inc. / Rep. Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions

(ATIS)
16-167

Continue to reject this proposal per Correlating Committee action.
The Correlating Committee acted correctly in reporting this proposal as “Reject”.  The proposal received

less that the required two-thirds affirmative vote as the submitter failed to adequately substantiate the proposal as
required by the “Regulations Governing Committee Projects” Section 4-3.3(d).  This was noted by a number of the
Committee members in their “Explanation of Negative” vote.  The proposed additional requirements are appropriate for
power cables, not coaxial cables.  Coaxial cables are much smaller than power cables (typically ¼ inch in diameter),
contain no power and hence, pose neither a fire nor electrical safety hazard.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-79     Log #563  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

David Clements, International Association of Electrical Inspectors
16-165

Revise text to read as follows:

Community television and radio distribution systems shall be installed in a neat and workmanlike manner. Coaxial
cables installed exposed on the surface of ceiling and sidewalls shall be supported by the building structure in such a
manner that the cables will not be damaged by normal building use. Such cables shall be secured by hardware including
straps, staples, cable ties, hangers, or similar fittings designed and installed so as not to damage the cable. The
installation shall also conform to 300.4 (D) (A) through (G) and 300.11.

In addition to the physical protection required in 300.4(D) regarding distance from parallel framing
members, community television and radio cable also needs to be protected when installed other-than-parallel to framing
members such as perpendicular through bored holes and notches in wood framing, holes in metallic framing, in shallow
grooves, under roof decking, etc.  Cables also require support behind accessible panels.

The reference needs to be to 300.4(A) through (G) not just to (D).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-80     Log #567  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Marcus R. Sampson, Lysistrata Electric
16-167

Revise text to read as follows:

Community television and radio distribution systems shall be installed in a neat and workmanlike manner. Coaxial
cables installed exposed on the surface of ceiling and sidewalls shall be supported by the building structure in such a
manner that the cables will not be damaged by normal building use. Such cables shall be secured by hardware including
straps, staples, cable ties, hangers, or similar fittings designed and installed so as not to damage the cable. The
installation shall also conform to 300.4 (D) (A) through (G) and 300.11.

In addition to the physical protection required in 300.4(D) regarding distance from parallel framing
members, community television and radio cable also needs to be protected when installed other-than-parallel, to framing
members such as perpendicular through bored holes and notches in wood framing, holes in metallic framing, in shallow
grooves, under roof decking, etc.  Cables also require support behind accessible panels.
The reference needs to be to 300.4(A) through (G) not just to (D).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-81     Log #908  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Marcelo M. Hirschler, GBH International

16-166
Revise text to read as follows:

Community television and radio distribution systems shall be installed in a
neat and workmanlike manner. Coaxial cables installed exposed on the surface of ceilings and sidewalls shall be
supported by the building structure in such a manner that the cable will not be damaged by normal building use. Such
cables shall be secured by hardware including straps, staples, cable ties, hangers, or similar fittings designed and
installed so as not to damage the cable. The installation shall also conform with 300.4(D) and 300.11. See also 300.22.
Cable ties used to secure coaxial plenum cables in other space used for environmental air (plenums) shall be listed as
having low smoke and heat release properties.

CMP 3 accepted the requirements for cable ties in plenums and incorporate the language on
requirements into 300.22 (C)(1). The addition of the language on cable ties here could create conflicts, especially if the
language approved in 300.22(C)(1) is different from the language here. I have made a comment to CMP3 to request that
the language addressing “smoke and heat release characteristics” be used in 300.22(C)(1).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-82     Log #1533  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David M. Lettkeman, DISH

16-181
Add text to read:

Exception: For communications systems using coaxial cable confined attached to or within a single building on the
premises and isolated from outside cable plant, the shield shall be permitted to be grounded by a connection to an
equipment grounding conductor as described in 250.118. Connecting to an equipment grounding conductor through a
grounded receptacle using a dedicated bonding jumper or equipment grounding conductor and permanently connected
listed device shall be permitted. Use of a cord and plug for the connection to an equipment grounding conductor shall
not be permitted.

Substantiation from 16-181: The term “grounding conductor” in this section should be changed to
correlate with the other changes that were made.
While supporting proposal 16-181 there needs to be further clarification limiting the use of this type of connection. By
adding the limitation of allowing this type of connection to a single building on the premises will help clarify its use.

Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-83     Log #883  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Terry Peters, The Society of the Plastics Industry

16-198
Continue to reject proposal 16-198.

The submitter’s recommendation to prohibit the installation of plenum cables in plenum raceways is
absurd.  Plenum raceways are designed to be used with plenum cables. The Society of the Plastics Industry supports
the panel action to reject this proposal.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-84     Log #339  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

16-194
Revise text to read as follows:

Informational Note No.1: See 820.26 for firestop requirements for floor penetrations.
Informational Note No. 2: See 800.12 for information on using communications raceways as innerduct.

The new informational note adds clarity by guiding the reader to new section 800.12 which permits
communications raceways to be used as innerduct in any type of Chapter 3 raceway.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-85     Log #499  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Marcelo M. Hirschler, GBH International

16-216
Revise text to read as follows:

   A device that converts a broadband signal into component voice, audio, video, data,
and interactive services signals and that provides isolation between the network power and the premises signal circuits.
The NIU provides isolation between the network power and the premises signal circuits. The NIU These devices may
also contain primary and secondary protectors.

I accept the concept that NEC definitions are not required to be in single sentences. However this
definition contains the defined term “NIU” and the NEC manual of style does not permit the definition to contain the
defined term. The proposed information will make the definition comply with the Manual of Style.  If CMP16 believes that
this information is a requirement it should place it somewhere else in Article 830, for example as a new section 760.4 or
a similar new location, since NEC definitions shall not contain requirements.
Two examples of alternate approaches are:

   A device that converts a broadband signal into component voice, audio, video, data,
and interactive services signals.

.
Network interface units provide isolation between the network power and the premises signal circuits.
Network interface units are permitted to contain primary and secondary protectors.

   A device that converts a broadband signal into component voice, audio, video, data,
and interactive services signals. The NIU provides isolation between the network power and the premises signal circuits.
The NIU may also contain primary and secondary protectors.

The NIU provides isolation between the network power and the premises signal circuits. The NIU
may also contain primary and secondary protectors.
The NEC Manual of Style states as follows:

Definitions. Definitions shall be in alphabetical order and shall not contain the term that is being defined.
Definitions shall not contain requirements or recommendations.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-86     Log #696  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
George Bish, Secure Watch Security

16-222
Continue to Accept in Principle this Proposal

The Panel Action to Accept in Principle is appropriate as the definition “Cable Routing Assembly now
resides in 800.2 and the applications are contained in Table 800.154(c).
Continued Acceptance in Principal of this proposal is in keeping with the Correlating Committee’s directive to correlate
the Panel Actions regarding cable routing assemblies throughout Articles 725, 760, 770, and Chapter 8

This is one of a group of comments developed by the CMP3/CMP16 Joint Task Group formed at the direction of the
Correlating Committee to locate a correlated definition of   Cable Routing Assemblies in a single Article of Chapter 8 for
use in Article 725, 760, 770, and Chapter 8.

The Task Group members were:
George Bish, Chair, representing Satellite Broadcasting & Communication Association
Harry Ohde, representing IBEW
James Brunssen, representing Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions
George Straniero, representing National Electrical Manufacturers Association
Robert Walsh, representing International Association of Electrical Inspectors
Wendell Whistler, representing Intertek Testing Services
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-87     Log #545  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James E. Brunssen, Telecordia Technologies Inc. / Rep. Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions

(ATIS)
16-224

Continue to reject this proposal per Correlating Committee action.
The Correlating Committee acted correctly in reporting this proposal as “Reject”.  The proposal received

less that the required two-thirds affirmative vote as the submitter failed to adequately substantiate the proposal as
required by the “Regulations Governing Committee Projects” Section 4-3.3(d).  This was noted by a number of the
Committee members in their “Explanation of Negative” vote.  The proposed additional requirements are appropriate for
power cables, not network-powered broadband communications cables.  Network-powered broadband communications
systems consist of a cable to bring the signal and any needed power from the
communications network to the Network Interface Unit, typically located on the exterior of the building or structure. From
that point on within the building or structure, the premises wiring and cabling is identical to that for optical fiber cables,
communications cables, and coaxial CATV cables of Articles 770, 800 and 820, respectively. The Network-powered
broadband communications systems cable serving the Network Interface Unit is power-limited to 100 volt-amperes, and
is considered neither an electrical safety nor fire hazard.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-88     Log #546  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James E. Brunssen, Telecordia Technologies Inc. / Rep. Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions

(ATIS)
16-226

Continue to reject this proposal per Correlating Committee action.
The Correlating Committee acted correctly in reporting this proposal as “Reject”.  The proposal received

less that the required two-thirds affirmative vote as the submitter failed to adequately substantiate the proposal as
required by the “Regulations Governing Committee Projects” Section 4-3.3(d).  This was noted by a number of the
Committee members in their “Explanation of Negative” vote.  The proposed additional requirements are appropriate for
power cables, not network-powered broadband communications cables.  Network-powered broadband communications
systems consist of a cable to bring the signal and any needed power from the communications network to the Network
Interface Unit, typically located on the exterior of the building or structure. From that point on within the building or
structure, the premises wiring and cabling is identical to that for optical fiber cables, communications cables, and coaxial
CATV cables of Articles 770, 800 and 820, respectively. The Network-powered broadband communications systems
cable serving the Network Interface Unit is power-limited to 100 volt-amperes, and is considered neither an electrical
safety nor fire hazard.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-89     Log #564  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

David Clements, International Association of Electrical Inspectors
16-224

Revise text to read as follows:

Network-powered broadband communications circuits and equipment shall be installed in a neat and workmanlike
manner. Cables installed exposed on the surface of ceilings and sidewalls shall be supported by the building structure in
such a manner that the cable will not be damaged by normal building use. Such cables shall be secured by hardware
including straps, staples, cable ties, hangers, or similar fittings designed and installed so as not to damage the cable.
The installation shall also conform to 300.4 (D) (A) through (G) and 300.11.

In addition to the physical protection required in 300.4(D) regarding distance from parallel framing
members, network-powered broadband communications cable also needs to be protected when installed
other-than-parallel to framing members such as perpendicular through bored holes and notches in wood framing, holes
in metallic framing, in shallow grooves, under roof decking, etc.  Cables also require support when installed behind
accessible panels.

The reference needs to be to 300.4(A) through (G) not just to (D).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-90     Log #570  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Marcus R. Sampson, Lysistrata Electric
16-226

Revise text to read as follows:

Network-powered broadband communications circuits and equipment shall be installed in a neat and workmanlike
manner. Cables installed exposed on the surface of ceilings and sidewalls shall be supported by the building structure in
such a manner that the cable will not be damaged by normal building use. Such cables shall be secured by hardware
including straps, staples, cable ties, hangers, or similar fittings designed and installed so as not to damage the cable.
The installation shall also conform to 300.4 (D) (A) through (G) and 300.11.

In addition to the physical protection required in 300.4(D) regarding distance from parallel framing
members, network-powered broadband communications cable also needs to be protected when installed
other-than-parallel, to framing members such as perpendicular through bored holes and notches in wood framing, holes
in metallic framing, in shallow grooves, under roof decking, etc.  Cables also require support when installed behind
accessible panels.

The reference needs to be to 300.4(A) through (G) not just to (D).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-91     Log #909  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Marcelo M. Hirschler, GBH International

16-225
Revise text to read as follows:

Network-powered broadband communications circuits and equipment shall
be installed in a neat and workmanlike manner. Cables installed exposed on the surface of ceilings and sidewalls shall
be supported by the building structure in such a manner that the cable will not be damaged by normal building use.
Such cables shall be secured by hardware including straps, staples, cable ties, hangers, or similar fittings designed and
installed so as not to damage the cable. The installation shall also conform with 300.4(D) and 300.11. See also 300.22.
Cable ties used to secure network-powered broadband communications plenum cables in other space used for
environmental air (plenums) shall be listed as having low smoke and heat release properties.

CMP 3 accepted the requirements for cable ties in plenums and incorporate the language on
requirements into 300.22 (C)(1). The addition of the language on cable ties here could create conflicts, especially if the
language approved in 300.22(C)(1) is different from the language here. I have made a comment to CMP3 to request that
the language addressing “smoke and heat release characteristics” be used in 300.22(C)(1).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-92     Log #525  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

16-242

(2) If the building or structure served has no intersystem bonding termination or has no grounding means, as described
in 830.100(B)(2) or (B)(3)(1), to any one of the individual grounding electrodes described in 250.52(A)(7) and (A)(8), or
to then a ground rod or pipe not less than 1.5 m (5 ft) in length and 12.7 mm (1/2 in.) in diameter, driven, where
practicable, into permanently damp earth and separated from lightning conductors as covered in 800.53 and at least 1.8
m (6 ft) from electrodes of other systems shall be used. Steam or hot water pipes or lightning-rod conductors shall not
be employed as grounding electrodes for protectors, NIUs with integral protection, grounded metallic members, NIUs
with metallic enclosures, and other equipment.

I believe the intent is to require a “communications ground rod” if no other ground is available.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-93     Log #884  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Terry Peters, The Society of the Plastics Industry

16-249
Continue to reject proposal 16-249.

The submitter’s recommendation to prohibit the installation of plenum cables in plenum raceways is
absurd.  Plenum raceways are designed to be used with plenum cables. The Society of the Plastics Industry supports
the panel action to reject this proposal.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-94     Log #222  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

16-247
The Correlating Committee directs the panel to review the proposed text relative to incomplete

sentences.
The Correlating Committee also directs the panel to clarify the outline of this proposal with respect to first and second

level subdivisions and list items.
This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance

with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-95     Log #340  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

16-247
Revise the text of 830.113 to read as follows:

Installation of network-powered
broadband communications cables shall comply with 830.113(A) through (H).

Network-powered broadband communications cables installed in buildings shall be listed.
The following cables shall be permitted in ducts as described in

300.22(B) if they are directly associated with the air distribution system:
(1) Up to 1.22 m (4 ft) of Type BLP cable
(2) Types BLP, BMR, BLR, BM, BL, and BLX cables installed in raceways that are installed in compliance with

300.22(B)
Informational Note: For information on fire protection of wiring installed in fabricated ducts see 4.3.4.1 and 4.3.11.3.3 in

NFPA 90A-2009, S .
The following cables shall be permitted in other spaces

used for environmental air as described in 300.22(C):
(1) Type BLP cable
(2) Type BLP cable installed in plenum communications raceways
(3) Type BLP cable supported by open metallic cable trays or cable tray systems
(4) Types BLP, BMR, BLR, BM, BL, and BLX cables installed in raceways that are installed in compliance with

300.22(C)
(5) Types BLP, BMR, BLR, BM, BL, and BLX cables supported by solid bottom metal cable trays with solid metal

covers in other spaces used for environmental air (plenums) as described in 300.22(C)
(6) Types BLP, BMR, BLR, BM, BL, and BLX cables installed in plenum communications raceways, riser

communications  raceways or general-purpose communications  raceways supported by solid bottom metal cable trays
with solid metal covers in other spaces used for environmental air (plenums) as described in 300.22(C)

Informational Note: For information on fire protection of wiring installed in other spaces used for environmental air see
4.3.11.2, 4.3.11.4 and 4.3.11.5 of NFPA 90A-2009,

.
The following cables shall be permitted in vertical runs penetrating one or

more floors and in vertical runs in a shaft:
(1) Types BLP, BMR, and BLR cables
(2) Types BLP and BLR cables installed in:

a. Plenum communications raceways
b. Plenum cable routing assemblies
c. Riser communications raceways
d. Riser cable routing assemblies

Informational Note: See 830.26 for firestop requirements for floor penetrations.
The following cables shall be permitted in a metal raceway in a riser with

firestops at each floor:
(1) Types BLP, BMR, BLR, BM, BL, and BLX cables
(2) Types BLP, BLR, and BL cables installed in:

a. Plenum communications raceways
b. Riser communications raceways
c. General-purpose communications raceways

Informational Note: See 830.26 for firestop requirements for floor penetrations.
The following cables shall be permitted to be installed in fireproof riser

shafts with firestops at each floor:
(1) Types BLP, BMR, BLR, BM, BL, and BLX cables
(2) Types BLP, BLR, and BL cables installed in:

a. Plenum communications raceways
b. Plenum cable routing assemblies
c. Riser communications raceways
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d. Riser cable routing assemblies
e. General-purpose communications raceways
f. General-purpose cable routing assemblies

Informational Note: See 830.26 for firestop requirements for floor penetrations.
The following cables shall be permitted in one-and two-family

dwellings:
(1) Types BLP, BMR, BLR, BM, and BL cables and BLX cables less than 10 mm (0.375 in.) in diameter
(2) Types BLP, BLR, and BL cables installed in:

a. Plenum communications raceways
b. Plenum cable routing assemblies
c. Riser communications raceways
d. Riser cable routing assemblies
e. General-purpose communications raceways
f. General-purpose cable routing assemblies

Informational Note: See 830.26 for firestop requirements for floor penetrations.
The following cables and raceways shall be permitted to be installed in building

locations other than those covered in 830.113(B) through (G):
(1) Types BLP, BMR, BLR, BM, and BL cables
(2) Types BLP, BMR, BLR, BM, BL, and BLX cables installed in a raceway
(3) Types BLP, BLR, and BL cables installed in:

a. Plenum communications raceways
b. Plenum cable routing assemblies
c. Riser communications raceways
d. Riser cable routing assemblies
e. General-purpose communications raceways
f. General-purpose cable routing assemblies

(4) Types BLX cables less than 10 mm (0.375 in.) in diameter in one- and two-family dwellings
(5) Types BMU and BLU cables entering the building from outside and run in rigid metal conduit or intermediate metal

conduit where the conduit is connected by a bonding conductor or grounding electrode conductor in accordance with
830.100(B)

Informational Note: This provision limits the length of Type BLX cable to 15 m (50 ft), while 830.90(B) requires that the
primary protector, or NIU with integral protection, be located as close as practicable to the point at which the cable
enters the building. Therefore, in installations requiring a primary protector, or NIU with integral protection, Type BLX
cable may not be permitted to extend 15 m (50 ft) into the building if it is practicable to place the primary protector closer
than 15 m (50 ft) to the entrance point.

(6) A maximum length of 15 m (50 ft), within the building, of Type BLX cable entering the building from outside and
terminating at an NIU or a primary protection location

The proposal, as submitted, had a copy and paste error. Part of (B) Fabricated Ducts Used for
Environmental Air was inadvertently omitted.

The missing text has been inserted. The panel action to reject the use of cable routing assemblies in plenums is
included in the revised text by deleting 830.113(C)(3) in the original proposal.

Acceptance of this comment will bring the panel action into conformance with the Correlating Committee directives on
this proposal.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-96     Log #341  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

16-247
Revise text to read as follows:

Informational Note No.1: See 830.26 for firestop requirements for floor penetrations.
Informational Note No. 2: See 800.12 for information on using communications raceways as innerduct.

The new informational note adds clarity by guiding the reader to new section 800.12 which permits
communications raceways to be used as innerduct in any type of Chapter 3 raceway.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-97     Log #223  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

16-259
The Correlating Committee advises that Article Scope statements are the responsibility of the

Correlating Committee and the Correlating Committee Rejects the panel action.
The Correlating Committee further directs that consideration be given to the comments expressed in the voting.

This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance
with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-98     Log #224  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

16-260
The Correlating Committee advises that Article Scope statements are the responsibility of the

Correlating Committee and the Correlating Committee Rejects the panel action.
The Correlating Committee further directs that consideration be given to the comments expressed in the voting.

This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance
with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-99     Log #225  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

16-261
The Correlating Committee directs the panel to reconsider the panel action with respect to the

Correlating Committee action taken on Proposal 16-260.
This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance

with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-100     Log #547  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James E. Brunssen, Telecordia Technologies Inc. / Rep. Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions

(ATIS)
16-259

Continue to reject this proposal per Correlating Committee action.
The Correlating Committee acted correctly in rejecting the panel action.  Article 840 was specifically

written to address premises-powered, optical fiber based broadband communications systems and contains
requirements specific to those systems throughout the Article.  The article scope cannot be generalized to include “…
other Premises-Powered Broadband Communications Systems that are not delivered via an optical network” without
adding the appropriate system-specific requirements for the “other” system throughout the Article.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-101     Log #548  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James E. Brunssen, Telecordia Technologies Inc. / Rep. Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions

(ATIS)
16-260

Continue to reject this proposal per Correlating Committee action.
The Correlating Committee acted correctly in rejecting the panel action.  Article 840 was specifically

written to address premises-powered, optical fiber based broadband communications systems and contains
requirements specific to those systems throughout the Article.  Parabolic antenna systems cannot be included simply by
adding the words “parabolic antenna system” to the scope of Article 840 without including the necessary system-specific
requirements throughout the Article, as was done for the optical fiber based systems. These include considerations such
as protection, bonding, grounding, installation and listing.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-102     Log #1102  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Randy Ivans, Underwriters Laboratories Inc.

16-259
Reject.

Wording in the 2011 NEC should be retained.
This proposal should be Rejected.  The requirements in article 840 were specifically developed to cover

only fiber to the premises systems where there is no metallic wiring or cable members conductively connected to cabling
or devices outside of the building.  In order to include other systems that might deliver broadband services and are
premises powered, appropriate requirements would need to be developed to cover those systems. For example,
systems using parabolic antennas with cabling outside of the building may be subject to lightning transients that are not
anticipated in the current article 840.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-103     Log #1103  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Randy Ivans, Underwriters Laboratories Inc.

16-260
Reject.

Wording in the 2011 NEC should be retained.
This proposal should be Rejected. There is no technical substantiation provided why parabolic antennas

should be included as an example when there are no requirements in the article dealing with antennas or cabling
installed outdoors that may be subject to lightning transients.

The requirements in article 840 were specifically developed to cover only fiber to the premises systems where there is
no metallic wiring or cable members conductively connected to cabling or devices outside of the building.  Although
antenna systems might provide broadband services and be premises powered, in order for parabolic antennas to be
included in article 840, appropriate requirements would need to be developed to cover outside cabling and antennas
that may be subject to lightning transients.  No such requirements have been proposed.

Finally, installation criteria and requirements would need to be developed that somehow differentiate these small
parabolic antennas from other antenna systems still covered under article 810.  Without such criteria and requirements,
these antennas could be mounted on a 10 ft. mast on a roof top or on a 100 ft. tower next to a building and be subject to
different requirements than antennas covered under article 810 that are in the same environment.  No such
requirements have been proposed.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-104     Log #1104  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Randy Ivans, Underwriters Laboratories Inc.

16-261
Informational Note No. 1 2: A typical basic optical fiber system configuration consists of an optical

fiber cable to the premises (FTTP) supplying a broadband signal to an ONT
that converts the broadband optical signal into component electrical signals, such as traditional telephone, video,
highspeed internet, and interactive services. Powering of the ONT is typically accomplished through an ONT power
supply unit (OPSU) and battery backup unit (BBU) that derive their power input from the available ac at the premises.

The optical fiber cable is unpowered and may be nonconductive or conductive.
If proposal 16-260 is rejected as suggested in another comment, this note should be changed back to

Note No. 1.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-105     Log #549  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James E. Brunssen, Telecordia Technologies Inc. / Rep. Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions

(ATIS)
16-261

Reject this proposal per Correlating Committee action on Proposals 16-259 and 16-260.
The Correlating Committee acted correctly in rejecting the Panel Action on Proposals 16-259 and

16-260.  Article 840 was specifically written to address premises-powered optical fiber based broadband
communications systems and contains requirements specific to those systems.  There are no parabolic antenna
system-specific requirements in Article 840.  As proposals 16-259 and 16-260 have been rejected, the proposed
revisions to Informational Note No. 1 are unnecessary.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-106     Log #226  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

16-263
The Correlating Committee directs the panel to reconsider the panel action with respect to the

Correlating Committee action taken on Proposal 16-260.
This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance

with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-107     Log #227  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

16-264
The Correlating Committee directs the panel to reconsider the panel action with respect to the

Correlating Committee action taken on Proposal 16-260.
This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance

with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-108     Log #550  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James E. Brunssen, Telecordia Technologies Inc. / Rep. Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions

(ATIS)
16-263

Reject this proposal per Correlating Committee action on Proposals 16-259 and 16-260.
The Correlating Committee acted correctly in rejecting the Panel Action on Proposals 16-259 and

16-260.  Article 840 was specifically written to address premises-powered optical fiber based broadband
communications systems and contains requirements specific to those systems.  There are no parabolic antenna
system-specific requirements in Article 840.  As proposals 16-259 and 16-260 have been rejected, an additional
Informational Note No. 2 is unnecessary.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-109     Log #551  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James E. Brunssen, Telecordia Technologies Inc. / Rep. Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions

(ATIS)
16-264

Reject this proposal per Correlating Committee action on Proposals 16-259 and 16-260.
The Correlating Committee acted correctly in rejecting the Panel Action on Proposals 16-259 and

16-260.  As proposals 16-259 and 16-260 have been rejected, there is no need for renumbering Informational Note No.
2.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-110     Log #1106  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Randy Ivans, Underwriters Laboratories Inc.

16-264
Informational Note No. 2 4 : See 90.2(B)(4) for installations of premises-powered broadband

communications systems that are not covered.
This proposal should be Rejected. It is not required to renumber the note if 16-260 and 16-263 are

rejected.
There here is no technical substantiation provided why parabolic antennas should be included as proposed in proposals
16-260 and 16-263 when there are no requirements in the article dealing with antennas or cabling installed outdoors that
may be subject to lightning transients.

The requirements in article 840 were specifically developed to cover only fiber to the premises systems where there is
no metallic wiring or cable members conductively connected to cabling or devices outside of the building.  Although
antenna systems might provide broadband services and be premises powered, in order for parabolic antennas to be
included in article 840, appropriate requirements would need to be developed to cover outside cabling and antennas
that may be subject to lightning transients.  No such requirements have been proposed.

Finally, installation criteria and requirements would need to be developed that somehow differentiate these small
parabolic antennas from other antenna systems still covered under article 810.  Without such criteria and requirements,
these antennas could be mounted on a 10 ft. mast on a roof top or on a 100 ft. tower next to a building and be subject to
different requirements than antennas covered under article 810 that are in the same environment.  No such
requirements have been proposed.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-111     Log #1105  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Randy Ivans, Underwriters Laboratories Inc.

16-263
Reject.

Wording in the 2011 NEC should be retained.
This proposal to add an informational note on parabolic antenna systems should be Rejected. There is

no technical substantiation provided why parabolic antennas should be included as an example when there are no
requirements in the article dealing with antennas or cabling installed outdoors that may be subject to lightning transients.
The requirements in article 840 were specifically developed to cover only fiber to the premises systems where there is
no metallic wiring or cable members conductively connected to cabling or devices outside of the building.  Although
antenna systems might provide broadband services and be premises powered, in order for parabolic antennas to be
included in article 840, appropriate requirements would need to be developed to cover outside cabling and antennas
that may be subject to lightning transients.  No such requirements have been proposed.

Finally, installation criteria and requirements would need to be developed that somehow differentiate these small
parabolic antennas from other antenna systems still covered under article 810.  Without such criteria and requirements,
these antennas could be mounted on a 10 ft. mast on a roof top or on a 100 ft. tower next to a building and be subject to
different requirements than antennas covered under article 810 that are in the same environment.  No such
requirements have been proposed.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-112     Log #552  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James E. Brunssen, Telecordia Technologies Inc. / Rep. Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions

(ATIS)
16-266

Continue to accept this proposal.
The Correlating Committee correctly identified conflicting Panel Action on this proposal and Proposal

16-267 where the term “non-conducting” (hyphenated) and “nonconducting” were both accepted.  The term
“nonconducting” (unhyphenated) is used throughout the NEC and should be used here for consistency as well.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-113     Log #553  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James E. Brunssen, Telecordia Technologies Inc. / Rep. Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions

(ATIS)
16-267

Accept this proposal in principle.  Revise submitter’s text “non-conductive” to “nonconductive
(unhyphenated).

The Panel Action should have been to Accept in Principle, where the Panel accepts the submitter’s text
but revises the term “non-conductive” (hyphenated) to “nonconductive” for correlation with the Panel Action on Proposal
16-266 and consistent use of the term “nonconductive” throughout the Code.  This addresses the Correlating Committee
directive to correlate the Panel Action on Proposals 16-266 and 16-267.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-114     Log #228  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

16-266
It was the recommendation of the Correlating Committee that this proposal be reconsidered and

correlated with the "Accept" action taken on Proposal 16-267.
This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance

with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-115     Log #229  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

16-267
It was the recommendation of the Correlating Committee that this proposal be reconsidered and

correlated with the "Accept" action taken on Proposal 16-266.
This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance

with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
16-116     Log #580  NEC-P16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas M. Burke, UL LLC

16-76
Revise the Informational Note for 840.170(A) to add a reference to new standard UL 62368-1.

Informational Note No. 1: One way to determine applicable requirements is to refer to UL 60950-1-2007,
, UL 498A-2008, , or UL 467-2007,

; or UL 62368-1-2012,
.

This is one in a series of proposals to update NFPA 70 to add a reference to UL 62368-1.
ANSI/UL 62368-1, Audio/video, information and communication technology equipment – Part 1: Safety requirements,

was published on February 17, 2012.  This new standard will eventually replace (later this decade) both, UL 60065,
Audio, Video, and Similar Electronic Apparatus-Safety Requirements, and UL 60950-1, Information Technology
Equipment Safety - Part 1: General Requirements.  In the meantime, multiple references to UL 60950-1 in the body of
the Code should be supplemented by a reference to UL 62368-1 since similar equipment complying with, and Listed to
both standards will be installed per the Code.  In fact, equipment already is being Listed to UL 62368-1.
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